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Design the perfect home theater for spaces big and small.
By Judd Spicer

A

s the calendar transitions away from beach season, the sun and sand
move to co-starring roles for the autumn and winter months—
which means it may be time to put your home atop the marquee.
The creation of a luxury in-home theater or movie viewing space
within your existing layout proves an exciting way to entertain guests and a
perfect ticket to relaxing with family. Need a script to get started? By casting
some area experts, we’ve got the storyboard covered on your new project.
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OPENING SCENES
“The purpose of a room like this is to create a space where you can get transported into another world,” says Jason Voorhees, president of Costa Mesabased Cantara, a nationally recognized leader in audiovisual elements and
design. In Voorhees’ metier, first steps in creating an in-home theater place
an onus on both budget and technology.
“My personal opinion is that we really put the focus on the quality of audio
and video equipment,” Voorhees says. “Every client has some budget, so we
need to make sure that the primary part of the experience is enjoying movies, television and music; we always want to address that aspect first. And in
creating this luxury, we want to make sure we get a large enough TV screen,
one that will fit in the room aesthetically.”
Voorhees’ colleague, Lisa Slayman, president of Slayman Design Associates
Inc. and Slayman Cinema in Laguna Beach, begins by assessing a project’s
budget and spatial ratios.
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CINEMATIC SETUP
Enhance the movie-viewing experience with these
showstopping additions.
The GIBSON BAR CART offers
a fun, yet elegant place to mix
drinks for sipping during the
next blockbuster, $1,195, at
RH, Restoration Hardware,
Fashion Island. (949-760-9232;
restorationhardware.com)

For premier sound, the SB46L SOUNDBAR offers the latest
in audio technology, $2,000, at Sonance, San Clemente.
(949-492-7777; sonance.com)

Kick back with the family in your home’s high-end movie
space on the SORRENTO SECTIONAL, $8,500, at Chic
Home, Laguna Hills. (949-379-0090; chichomeoc.com)
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by the choice of style. A very clean and modern
room won’t entail as much detailing and millwork and expense as a room that would have
all this paneling and moldings and leafing and
crystal,” Slayman says. “After that style is defined,
a budget range then needs to be defined. And
once that theme and style has been established
within the budget, I think it’s important that the
AV expert steps in immediately and educates the
client as to what can be purchased within those
budget parameters.”
THE REEL DEAL
In Voorhees’ vast experience, clients oftentimes
underestimate the proper size of a television in
a home cinema or viewing space, so he needs to
educate them on the level of equipment required
for a quality experience.
“When we come in they’ll be, like, ‘Whoa.
You want to put a 75-inch television in here?’ ”
Voorhees says. “The reality is that with the picture
quality and ultrahigh definition—also known as
4K—the pixel density is so good, that you can sit

quite close to a large TV and not see artifacts.”
Designing seating for said screen is a science
in itself. “There’s considering the sightlines based
on the heights of seating rows and the height of
your projector, if you’ll have one,” Slayman says.
“It becomes geometry on a computer, where you
can see where the sightlines are that hit the center
of the screen. You don’t want somebody’s head in
front of you, but clean and clear sightlines.”
Clarity further extends to premier sound quality. “Over the years, my industry and consumer
information has taught the average homeowner
that you can do a tiny soundbar below the television or put all your speakers up in the ceiling;
but, unfortunately, sound is created by moving
air,” Voorhees explains. “You need something that
is capable of moving air in a big volume in order
for you to have the best experience. Speakers in
the ceiling are typically creating sound that isn’t
firing or projecting towards the audience, but
rather towards the floor, and that’s an experience
which can become not just underwhelming, but
also frustrating.”
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“If it’s new construction, a lot of times an
architect can allocate an area; and if it’s an existing space in a house, the focus is on size of the
space and just how serious of a room a client
wants,” Slayman says. “A theater can be a very
simple space, or it can be high-tech, state-of-theart with all the bells and whistles.”
Creating the proper vibe with a home theater
is also key. “A lot of clients like the room to feel
like the architecture of their home, whether it
be Spanish or modern or traditional,” Slayman
continues. “I have a lot of old movie books on
all types of periods. The feel will predicate the
style, and how I take the design and implement
it moving forward, from moldings and colors …
[to] seating.”
Together, Voorhees and Slayman combined
talents to create the opulent, 45-seat, awardwinning Lady Luck private cinema in Southern
California. The two realize that not every project
will come with Lady Luck’s four-year buildout
and budget of several million.
“The question of cost is typically answered

Whether incorporating a movie-viewing area within a living room or building a dedicated home
theater space, there are plenty of details to consider from decor to lighting and sound quality.
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Size of the television and distance from the seats to the screen are key factors to keep in mind when setting up a movie-viewing space.
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make noise, like an ice maker,” Voorhees advises.
“There’s nothing worse than watching a movie,
and you’re at this point in the movie where you
can hear a pin drop, and then the compressor for
the ice maker turns on.”
Putting the proverbial eggs all in one basket is
also a home theater no-no. “You don’t want to
have a great room with crummy AV, or all this
fantastic AV equipment and then walk in and not
feel good sitting in the room,” Slayman says.
Other aspects such as proper illumination
also deserve ample consideration. “Lighting control is really important,” Voorhees explains. “We
need to think about making sure we don’t have
light that’s shining on a screen, whether that be a
projection system or an LED screen. But we also
want to make sure that there’s enough light that
when people are watching a movie, they can still
walk around safely.”
SMALLER SPACES
A movie-viewing space in a cottage or upgraded
living room may be smaller in scope—but that

doesn’t require a declination in quality.
“These projects really need to integrate nicely,
just setting up the optimal seating and viewing
angles, and then working with an AV integrator
like Jason, who is able to recommended the size
of the television as it pertains to room size and
how far back to sit to see the screen properly,”
Slayman advises for more modest projects.
And a reimagined space within a living room
shouldn’t belie the rest of a home’s design or decor.
“It’s totally different than a dedicated theater,”
Slayman says. “They’re more simple and familyrelated; they’re not ‘themey,’ but rather an extension of the feel of the home or cottage.”
For Voorhees, a project’s quality isn’t predicated by quantity.
“What makes smaller spaces fun is that, because
you have less air volume, you can have impressive
audio performance for less cost because you’re
not trying to drive a larger sound,” he says. “And,
in some cases, you can actually have a better
audio experience in a small space than in a very
large space.” LBM
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A coalescence of technology and design is crucial to the feel of a space and paying apt homage to
technical investments. “The interior design, acoustics, sound and projection all together will create
the most incredible movie-viewing experience,”
Slayman says. “The ultimate goal is a home theater
or entertainment space that is highly personalized,
combined with state-of-the-art audio and video.”
As a room comes together, homeowners should
also be aware of video and audio source options.
“We also want to make sure that a client is able
to watch premium video content,” Voorhees says.
He explains that traditional cable providers
have limited ultrahigh definition content, while
Amazon Prime Video, Netflix and AppleTV
have a significant amount. “These are the delivery methods of the future, and they’re going to
be what you’ll want to be watching most often,”
he says.
Concurrent to a superior space and streaming, homeowners need to aware of what to
avoid. “Clients should stay away from, say, having refrigerators or other appliances that may

